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Work Progress Week of 9/23 – 9/29

- Demolition of all non-critical truss members to prepare for truss demolition and hoisting operation
- Demolition remainder of plaster ceilings and black iron ceiling support structure
- Protect remaining flooring, drains, and non-impacted bathroom fixtures from damage/debris
- Bracing of critical support trusses in kitchen to allow for masonry wall modifications prior to truss arrival
- Released truss shop drawings for fabrication (1-2 weeks for arrival of trusses)
- Corridor wall bracing
Work Projected Week of 9/30 – 10/6

- No work projected until delivery of truss and mobilization of crane (week of 10/7)
- Finalize and release bracing and connection shop drawings
Corridor wall bracing to prepare for truss removals
Demolition of non-essential truss members down entirety of wing to prepare for removal of trusses
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